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GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE STUDIEDIN HEAVY-ION REACTIONSAT PROJECTILE ENERGIES 6�11 MeV/u� ��M. Kii«ska-Habior, Z. TrznadelInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandM.P. Kelly, J.P.S. van Shagen and K.A. SnoverNulear Physis Laboratory, University of WashingtonSeattle, WA 98195, USA(Reeived November 3, 2000)High-energy -ray spetra and angular distributions from 12C+24;26Mg,12C+58;64Ni and 18O+100Mo reations at few bombarding energies, be-tween 5 and 11 MeV/u, were measured and analyzed by taking into aountomplete and inomplete fusion proesses and bremsstrahlung emission.The GDR parameters were extrated as a funtion of the average exitationenergy and the bremsstrahlung parameters as a funtion of (Eproj�V)=A.PACS numbers: 24.30.Cz, 25.70.�z, 23.20.�g1. IntrodutionDuring the last years we performed several experiments: 12C+24;26Mg[1�3℄, 12C+58;64Ni [4℄ and 18O+100Mo [5℄ in order to obtain informationonerning the Giant Dipole Resonane (GDR) in the ompound nulei at�nal-state temperatures up to about 2 MeV. Heavy-ion reations indued byhigh-energy projetiles must be used in order to produe a ompound nuleiat suh high exitation. At projetile energies above 6 MeV/u preequilibriumand bremsstrahlung proesses beome important and in�uene measuredhigh-energy -ray spetra. Thus those proesses have to be inluded in theanalysis and their ontribution depends on the projetile energy.We present here details of the performed experiments, a method of dataanalysis and results obtained for reations studied.� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.�� This work was partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN) Grant No. 2 P30B 035 15 and by the United States Department of Energy.(825)



826 M. Kii«ska-Habior et al.2. ExperimentThe data in all reported experiments were olleted at the Universityof Washington Nulear Physis Laboratory. High-energy -rays emittedin the reations were measured at �ve angles with a single or triple largeNaI-spetrometer set-up at few beam energies. Eah of the detetors wassurrounded by its own ative plasti shield and a passive lead shield tosuppress bakground -rays and osmi radiation. The n- disriminationby the standard time of �ight tehnique allowed a very good separation ofthe events indued by -rays produed in the target and by the neutrons.Multipliities of low-energy -rays were measured in the 20 % e�ienymultipliity �lter, whih onsisted of 22 small NaI detetors. Data with fold�0, 1, 2 or 4 ut, depending on the reation and bombarding energy, wereused in the analysis in order to eliminate nonompound nuleus bakground.3. Data analysisFor all the reations studied high-energy -ray spetra at �ve angles were�tted by the Legendre polynomials and the angular distribution oe�ientsA0(E), a1(E) and a2(E) were extrated in the nuleus-nuleus CM frame:d2� (E ; �CM)d
dE = A0(E)[1+ a1(E)P1(os �CM)+ a2(E)P2(os �CM)℄ : (1)Comparison of data extrated for eah reation at several projetile energies,reveals a large bremsstrahlung tail in the A0(E) spetrum and a largepositive a1(E) oe�ient value, whih inreases with projetile energy, andis learly seen at -ray energies above 20 MeV. In order to obtain informationonerning GDR, a simultaneous analysis of the high-energy -ray spetra(A0(E)) and angular distributions (a1(E)) at eah projetile energy wasdone using CASIBRFIT [1℄ � a version of the CASCADE ode in whihthe bremsstrahlung emission was inorporated besides the exitation anddeay of the GDR. The ode permits a separation of the statistial andnonstatistial ontributions by performing �ts to the experimental -rayspetra and using the fat that the two omponents di�er in the a1(E)oe�ient.In order to obtain information on the evolution of the GDR exitation,the dependene of the GDR parameters on the average �nal exitation en-ergy and the �nal state temperature is studied. Unfortunately, the averageexitation energy of the ompound nuleus was often inorretly estimatedin GDR studies at projetile energies around 10 MeV/u, whih led to wronginterpretation of the results.When GDR is built in a ompound nuleus formed by omplete fusiononly, then the average exitation energy Ei preeding the GDR deay orre-sponds to the exitation energy averaged over deay steps and is lower than



Giant Dipole Resonane Studied in . . . 827the initial exitation energy Einit by an energy lost due to partile evapora-tion prior to the GDR deay. The average �nal-state thermal energy de�nedas Ef = Ei �Erot �EGDR is related to the average �nal-state temperatureby T = [dln(�)=dE℄�1, where � is the level density.There is, however, experimental evidene that at projetile energies above6 MeV/u an inomplete fusion is also present and its ontribution has to beinluded in the CASIBRFIT alulations. In the inomplete fusion proessthe light lusters and nuleons are emitted before equilibration of a om-posite system and they arry away an energy �Ex and a momentum �Lavailable in a ollision. Thus, in suh proess, an equilibrated ompoundnuleus with the GDR built-in is formed with mass and exitation energylower than in the omplete fusion. The importane of inomplete fusionand bremsstrahlung proesses inreases with inreasing relative veloity ofthe projetile and the target, so that both proesses have to be orretlyinluded in the analysis.For the 18O + 100Mo reation, the data needed to estimate inompletefusion: �-partile and proton spetra in oinidene with high-energy -rays,and evaporation residues, were measured in a separate experiment [6℄. Pree-quilibrium proton and �-partile multipliities and average kineti energieswere then experimentally determined [5,6℄. The neutron ontribution wasestimated by using model alulations [5℄. The redued initial exitationenergy of the ompound nuleus formed by inomplete fusion is lower thanfor omplete fusion by the average energy lost by preequilibrium partileemission. The di�erene between the two is growing with the inreasingprojetile energy.Similar estimates were done for 12C + 58;64Ni [4℄ and 12C + 24;26Mg [2℄reations basing on the literature data for inomplete fusion in 12C induedreations.The average initial exitation energy, mass, and Z of the produed initialompound nulei, orreted for the inomplete fusion loss, were used in thestatistial model alulations with the Reisdorf level density desription anda single Lorentzian GDR strength funtion. The bremsstrahlung ross se-tion was parametrized by the exponential formula �brem = �0 exp(�E=E0).An isotropi angular distribution of the bremsstrahlung radiation emitted inthe nuleon-nuleon CM frame was assumed. We have found previously [1-3℄that the a1(E) oe�ient ould not be satisfatorily �tted, espeially forthe highest projetile energies studied (Eproj = 11 MeV/u), when a onstantinverse slope parameter E0, independent of E was assumed. We have found[2, 3℄ that the harater of the E0(E) dependene an be estimated by theBUU (Boltzmann�Uehling�Uhlenbek) model alulations [7℄. Suh E0(E)resulted in the slope of the bremsstrahlung spetrum inreasing with E ,whih was needed to reprodue the measured a1(E).



828 M. Kii«ska-Habior et al.4. Results and onlusionsThe CASIBRFIT �ts were performed for all the reations studied. It wasproved that the statistial and bremsstrahlung emissions in the 12C+24;26Mg[1�3℄, 12C+58;64Ni [4℄ and 18O+100Mo [5℄ reations an be disentangled bysimultaneous analysis of the high-energy -ray spetra (A0(E)) and angu-lar distributions (a1(E)). The E0(E) dependent on E energy is neessaryto reprodue the a1(E) oe�ient. The extrated value of E0 = E0(E =30 MeV) is in agreement with the systematis for higher projetile ener-gies [8℄.The dependene of the extrated GDR parameters on the average exi-tation energy orreted for inomplete fusion loss has similar harater forall reations studied [3�5℄ and is strongly in�uened by the assumed amountof energy lost in preequilibrium emission. Thus, we reommend that theenergy loss, so important in the analysis, should be estimated in a dediatedexperiment, as it was done in [5℄.REFERENCES[1℄ M. Kii«ska-Habior, Z. Trznadel, K.A. Snover, A. Maj, M. Kelly, Ata Phys.Pol. B28, 189 (1997).[2℄ M. Kii«ska-Habior, Z. Trznadel, M.P. Kelly, J.P.S. van Shagen, K.A. Snover,Nul. Phys. A649, 130 (1999).[3℄ M. Kii«ska-Habior, Z. Trznadel, M.P. Kelly, J.P.S. van Shagen, K.A. Snover,Ata. Phys. Pol. B30, 535 (1999).[4℄ Z. Trznadel, M. Kii«ska-Habior, M.P. Kelly, J.P.S. van Shagen, K.A. Snover,Nul. Phys. A to be published.[5℄ M.P. Kelly, K.A. Snover, J.P.S. van Shagen, M. Kii«ska-Habior, Z. Trznadel,Phys. Rev. Lett. 82, 3404 (1999).[6℄ M.P. Kelly, J.F. Liang, A.A. Sonzogni, K.A. Snover, J.P.S. van Shagen, J.P. Le-stone, Phys. Rev. C56, 3201 (1997).[7℄ W. Cassing, V. Metag, U. Mosel, K. Niita, Phys. Rep. 188, 363 (1990).[8℄ Y. Shutz, et al., Nul. Phys. A622, 404 (1997).


